Fabrication of p-type lithium niobate crystals by molybdenum doping and polarization 
Introduction
The goal of integrated optics is to assemble and connect many waveguide based components with different functionality on a single chip. For this, lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 , LN) is a favorite base material and has been dubbed by many as the "silicon of photonics" [1, 2] . However, lithium niobate practically always serves as a passive material [3, 4] . A truly all-light photonic chip could be fabricated only if passive and active components can be integrated on one and the same substrate. A p-n junction is the basic unit for an active component. By now, one of the main obstacles is the lack of p-type lithium niobate.
As we know, the electrical charge carriers in nominally pure LN are electrons and holes [5] , the amount of which can be changed through doping techniques and inducing various defects. But it is unfortunately that the currently used dopants are unsuitable to produce p-type conduction [6] . Though the dominant carrier in the highly iron-doped LiNbO 3 (LN: Fe) could be changed to hole by thermalelectric oxidization, it extremely damaged the crystal for the leaving of lithium ions [7] . Obviously, it is needed to search for suitable dopants or precise control of defects to obtain p-type LiNbO 3 .According to our previous work [8] , a novel hexavalent molybdenum doped LiNbO 3 crystals (LN: Mo) allow for excellent characteristics, which was attributed to Mo 6+ ions prefer to occupy regular Nb-sites rather than Li-sites due to their high valence and produce new defects Nb Mo + . Besides, the photorefraction could be further enhanced when the polarization current is improved with the same polarization time. It means the polarization had a great influence on the defects that serve as UV photorefractive centers, from which holes may be excited [9] .
Experiments
The We judged the photo-induced carrier type of these samples by holographic experiment at 351nm, which was provided by an Ar + laser. The experimental setup is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 . The laser light was split into two equal beams (e-polarized, intensity per beam 320 mW/cm 2 , diameter 1.5 mm), which would be reflected by two reflectors and formed signal beam (S beam) and reference beam (R beam). S and R beams located in the +c and -c direction of y-cut LiNbO 3 crystals, respectively. The dominant carrier type in LiNbO 3 crystals can be judged by comparing R curve with S curve. The judge principle are described in references [10] . In one word, if S curve decays slower than R curve, the dominant carriers are holes. On the contrary, electrons play the leading role. The exponential decay curves of η-t for LN: Mo polarized with various polarization conditions as shown in Figs. 2(a)-(d) . It was evident that curve S was upper curve in Fig. 2(b) , which proved that holes were the dominant carriers in LN : Mo(70,30) . As presented in Figs. 2(a) , (c), it was found that if 15 minutes was chosen as the polarization time, the increment of polarization current had no effect in altering the dominant carriers from electrons to holes. For comparisons, the type of dominant carriers in CLN crystals polarized under 70 mA for 30minutes were also examined. As shown in Fig.  2(d) , the dominant carriers of both CLN crystals were electrons as curve R was upper curve, it indicated that the dominant carriers of CLN crystals could not be changed to holes by extending the polarization time to 30minutes with the current of 70 mA, which was suitable for LN: Mo crystals. Consequently, p-type LN crystals can be fabricated with the joint action of Mo-doping and suitable polarization proceeding. Moreover, utilizing this method one can grow a perfect bulk crystal without any damage as happened in thermal-electric oxidized highly doped LN: Fe crystals.
Results and Discussions

Conclusions
A series of LN: Mo crystals and CLN crystals were grown under different polarization conditions and their dominant carrier species were characterized by holography method. The dominant charge carrier species can be changed from electrons to holes when LN: Mo polarized under the current of 70 mA with extending the time to 30 minutes. But the increasing of polarization current and time has no effect in changing the dominant carriers to holes for LN: Mo and CLN crystals. Thus, p-type LN crystal could be fabricated by Mo-doping and suitably controlling the polarization condition while growing the crystal. LN: Mo can be a promising candidate for active components.
